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1. INTRODUCTION 
Composition Algebras 
A unital (not necessarily asociative) algebra W over a field F is said to be 
a composition algebra if there is a nondegenerate quadratic form 
which allows composition, that is 
n(ab) = n(a) n(b) a, be% (1.1) 
and 
n(l)= 1. (1.2) 
Such algebras are necessarily alternative of dimension 1, 2,4, 8 or purely 
inseparable quadratic extensions of a field of characteristic 2 [ 11. Let 
t(-x, y) =n(x +y) - n(x) -n(y), (1.3) 
t(x) = t(x, 11, (1.4) 
f=t(x) 1 -xx. (1.5) 
An element x is invertible if and only if n(x) #O. In that case 
X-l =n(x)-‘2. Thus W is a division algebra if and only if n is anisotropic. 
Let A be an associative composition algebra and p a nonzero element of 
F. Then 
(a, h)(c, d) = (ac + ,udb, da + b?), (1.6) 
’ The research of the second author was supported in part by an NSERC grant and by a 
von Humboldt Fellowship at the University of Miinster. 
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and 
n((4 b)) = n(a) - P(b), a, h, c, dE A, (1.7) 
deline a composition algebra structure on A @A which we denote (A, p). 
This is known as the Cayley-Dickson process. Given a composition sub- 
algebra A of %? on which t( , ) is non-degenerate and an invertible element 
x E AL = { y E V/t(a, y) = 0, Vu E A} then A 0 Ax is a composition algebra 
isomorphic to (A, -n(x)). Except for quadratic extensions of fields of 
characteristic 2, all composition algebras are obtained by repeated 
applications of the CayleyyDickson process starting with Fl. If char F= 2, 
one starts from a separable quadratic extension. 
It is possible to consider composition algebras over rings and results 
concerning these are known to workers in the field, but there seems to be 
no handy reference. Therefore since we do not need them we do not 
attempt to quote them. 
Cubic Norm Structures 
Recent results of Zelmanov [ 13, 141 indicate that the simple exceptional 
Jordan algebras of dimension 27 play a role in the structure theory of Jor- 
dan algebras which is analogous to that of octonion algebras in the struc- 
ture of alternative algebras. These algebras are of degree 3 and are best 
treated in the context of generically algebraic Jordan algebras of degree 3. 
We recall how this was done in [S]. 
Let @ be a unital commutative associative ring. Given a cubic form N on 
a Q-module $ with values in @, let A-; N denote the directional derivative 
of N in the direction y, evaluated at x. 
DEFINITION. JV = (N, #, 1) is a cubic norm structure on +P if 
(1) N is a cubic form, # a quadratic map, 1 an element of 4, 
(2) # is an adjoint for N: 
(i) x## = N(x) x, 
(ii) T(x#, y) = A-; N, for 
Z-(x, y) = -A; A” log N, 
(3) 1 is a basepoint for (N, #): 
(i) N(l)= 1, 
(ii) l# = 1, 
(iii) lxy=T(y)l-y, for T(y)=T(y, 1) and xxy=(x+y)“- 
x#-y#, 
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and these hold strictly for x, y E ,$ (i.e., hold in all scalar extensions of f). 
The bilinear form T in (2) (ii) is called the truce form of X. 
Given a cubic norm structure _Y- on 2, McCrimmon [S] has shown 
that 
yU,= T(s,y)x--x# xy (1.8) 
defines a unital Jordan algebra structure (2, U, 1) which we denote by 
y(.,V) = 2(N, #, 1). Every element of 2 satisfies 
x3 - T(x) x2 + S(x) x - N(x) 1 = 0, (1.9) 
S(x) = T(x#), (1.10) 
x# =.x2- T(.x)x+S(x) 1, (1.11) 
T(x x y) = T(x) T(y) - T(x, y), (1.12) 
T(x x y, z) = T(x, y x z). (1.13) 
An element x E $ is invertible if and only if N(x) is invertible in @. In that 
case x ’ =N(x))‘x”. If y is inver tible then the isotope f(N, #, l)‘-“’ is 
2(N’“‘, # (-“), 1’“‘) for the cubic norm structure (cf. [lo, Theorem 11). 
N’“‘(x) = N(y ‘) ‘N(x), (1.14) 
x#~%v(y)x~UIil_‘, (1.15) 
1(1.)- -I’-’ =/v(y) ‘y#. (1.16) 
Tits gave two constructions of simple exceptional Jordan algebras of 
dimension 27 over a lield of characteristic not 2 [ 1 ] which were extended 
to characteristic free constructions of norm structures by McCrimmon [S] 
and were shown to yield all simple finite dimensional exceptional Jordan 
algebras [S, 63. 
We wish to extend the second Tits construction to something which we 
call the Tits process and obtain results for Jordan algebras of degree 3 
reminiscent of those linking composition algebras and the Cayley-Dickson 
process. Several results of this paper were announced in [9]. The authors 
are extremely grateful to Kevin McCrimmon. Not only has he provided in 
[S, 61 the foundations for this work but, in conversations and in a careful 
reading of earlier versions, he offered many suggestions which have lead to 
major improvements in both the presentation and mathematical content of 
this paper. 
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2. EXAMPLES OF CUBIC NORM STRUCTURES 
Recall that a non-zero element z of a Jordan algebra 2 is said to be an 
absolute zero divisor if $U, = (0) and that f is nondegenerate if it has no 
absolute zero divisors. If f is generically algebraic of degree 3, this is 
equivalent to {z E YIN(z) = 0 = T(z, x), Vx E y} = (0). Accordingly we say 
that a cubic norm structure M is nondegenerate if N(z) =0 and 
T(z, f) = { 0) imply z = 0. The following description of degree 3 algebras 
has been proved without recourse to structure theory in [6, 121. 
THEOREM 2.1. The Jordan algebras B(M) obtained from nondegenerate 
cubic norm structures over a field CD = F are nondegenerate generically 
algebraic Jordan algebras of degree < 3, and all those of generic degree 
exactly 3 occur; these are isomorphic to 
(i ) degree 3 division algebras, 
(ii) F@ F@ F, 
(iii) F@2’ for simple $‘= y(Q’, l’), the Jordan algebra of a 
quadratic form with base point, 
(iv) simple &‘(@, Jy) for composition algebras %? over F. 
We now check that analogues of these basic 3(&V) can be formed over 
arbitrary rings of scalars @. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. On @@@@@ set N(a,, a,, CI~)=CI~~,~,, (cz,, CI~, ax)+ 
= (a,a,,a,a,,a,a,), T(c(~,c(~,c~~)=cz,+c~~+c~~, and l=(l, 1, 1). Then 
f(M) is just @+ @ @+ @ @+ = C+ for the commutative ‘associative ring 
C=@@@O@. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let Q’ be a quadratic form with base point 1’ on a @- 
module $‘. On 2 = @O 2’ set N(cr, v) = c@‘(v), (LX, u)” = (Q’(v), ati) 
l=(l,, I’), where V= T(v) l’-v, T(u)=Q’(l’, v), T(v, w)=Q’(v, w). 
Then 2(N) = @+ @ f(Q’, 1’) (the latter has wU, = Q’(u, W) v - Q’(v) W 
[4]). Here T(cr, v)=cc+ T’(u), T((ct, u), (8, w))=c$+ T’(u, w). 
Note that Example 2 contains Example 1 as a special case. It also contains 
another important example. Let (V’, - ) be a unital alternative @-algebra 
with unit 1’ and scalar involution -, that is aa=n’(a) 1’~ @l’ (see [7]). 
Then a + ti = t’(a) 1’ E @l ‘, &? = Qil 0 SF, is a unital alternative algebra over 
@ and .SY+ = f(N) for &‘+ as above, using n’, t’ for Q’ and T’. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let V? be a unital alternative @-algebra with scalar 
involution -. Given a diagonal matrix Y=diag{y,,y,,y,)EGL,(~) then 
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J, : x -+ y ~ ‘X’y defines an involution on the algebra %$ of 3 x 3 matrices. If 
eii denote matrix units in V3, let X($, Jy) be the @ submodule of elements 
x of the form 
3 
X = 1 a,ei + 1 air.jkl, (2.1) 
i= 1 (i/k) 
where CZ~E@, ei=e,,, a,~@?, ~~~~~,=a,e,~+y;’ y,arek,, and xtilk, denotes 
the sum over cyclic permutations of (123). Then 
x# = 1 (afak-y;’ yln(a;))e!+ c (y;’ Yka/akpcciai)[,k], (2.3) 
(r/k) (l/k) 
l=Ce, 
;= I 
(2.4) 
define a cubic norm structure and hence a Jordan algebra structure on 
WY 9 J,). 
The examples above are of degree exactly 3. The following examples 
yield algebras of degree less than 3. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Define N: @ + @, # : @ -+ @ by 
N(a) = a3, a#=$ foraE@. 
Letting 1 = l,, Jt/ = (N, #, 1) is a cubic norm structure on @. The 
associated trace form T: d> x @ + @ is given by T(a, /I) = 3@ for a, /I E @ 
and f(X) = @+. 
Generalizing Example 2.4 we get the following. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let C be any unital commutative associative @-algebra 
which is purely inseparable of degree 3 over @: 
3c, c3 E @l for all c E C. 
Assume C is faithful as a @-module, so we can identify @ with Ql. Set 
N(c) = c3, c #=c2, l=l. 
Then N = (N, #, 1) is a norm structure with f(M) = C+, and 
T(c) = 3c, T(c, d) = 3cd, c x d = 2cd. 
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For the time being, suppose @ is a field and $ a Jordan algebra over @ 
which is generically algebraic of degree 3 in the sense of McCrimmon [S], 
and JacobsonKatz [3]. Then McCrimmon [6, Theorem l] has shown 
that 3 = y(Jlr), A” = (N, #, 1) where N is the generic norm, # the 
adjoint, and 1 the identity of f. Conversely, given any cubic norm struc- 
ture ,K = (N, #, 1) on a Q-vector space &, JacobsonKatz [3, p. 2201 
have shown that f =2(.-l/^) is generically algebraic of degree at most 3. 
The case of f having degree 1, actually occurs, as seen in Example 4. The 
question, then, remains which generically algebraic Jordan algebras of 
degree 2 have the form $(.,V) for an appropriate norm structure .,V. The 
question is answered as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let CD he a field and f a Jordan algebra which is 
generically algebraic qf degree d 2 over @, so .x2 - t(x) x + q(x) 1 = 0. Then 
there exists a norm structure N so that 2 = 4(N) fund o$v !f either 
(1) f=@l@R, q=si, N=si, R=radq x#=s,(x)~=cc(ctl -r) 
T(x,y)=3so(x)so(y)=3c$ if so(x)=c( for ‘x=(x1,1-), s,(y)=; fo; 
y= Ml, $1, or 
(2) da=@e,@@e,@R for R=radq, q=s,s,, N=.$s,, x#= 
so( = a,(@,e,, uoel, --r), T(x,Y) = 2so(x)so(~)+s,(x)s,(~) = 
~c(~/?~+cz,/I, ifsj(x)=aj when x=(a,e,,cr,e,,r). 
If f is semisimple then f = y(N) if and only ij” 
(1’) Y=@‘, 
(2’) y=@@@. 
Proof It is straightforward to check that ( 1) and (2) define a norm 
structure and that 2 = f(X). To see that these are the only possibilities, 
note that, in every scalar extension #’ of f, q and N have the same set of 
zeroes, namely, the non-invertible elements of $‘. Hence q which is of 
degree 2 must be reducible since it has the same irreducible factors as N 
which is of degree 3. Thus q = sOs, for (irreducible) linear s,‘s, normalized 
so that s,(l)=l; R=radq=Kers,nKers,. If so=sl we have (1). If 
so # s, , since so( 1) = s, (1) they must be independent. Now q = sos, and we 
maytakeN=s~s,.Then~==e,O~e,ORfore,=l-e,,,s,(e,,)=l but 
s, (eo) = 0, and we get (2). 
If f = $(Jlr) as in (1) or (2) and is semisimple then R= rad q= (0) 
since it consists of absolute zero divisors. Conversely, we already know 
from the examples that (1’) and (2’) are of the form $(A’“). 1 
Remark. The preceding result provides examples of isomorphisms 
which preserve neither norms nor adjoints. For if $ = y(M) as in (2) of 
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the Proposition, one checks that the involutorial automorphism v + o of 4 
satisfies so(U) =sr (v), hence, s;(V) S, (6) =sO(U) s:(U). 
3. THE TITS PROCESS 
Tits Constructions of Norm Structures 
In characteristic not 2 Tits gave two constructions of finite dimensional 
central simple exceptional Jordan algebras containing A +, A a central sim- 
ple associative algebra of degree 3, respectively, X(B, *), B a central simple 
associative algebra of degree 3 with involution * of the second kind, and 
proved that all finite dimensional exceptional division algebras are 
obtainable from one or the other construction [ 11. 
McCrimmon [S] reformulated the Tits constructions in the context of 
generically algebraic algebras of degree 3 over fields of arbitrary charac- 
teristic. Let A be a separable associative algebra of degree 3 over a field @, 
p a non-zero element of @. Let # =JJ(A, p)= A,@A, 0 A,, Ai= A, 
x=(a,,a,,a,), .r=(h,,,h,,&)~y. The base point 1 =(l,O,O), the cubic 
form 
N-x) = N(u,,) + @(a,) + P ‘NaJ - T(w,4, (3.1) 
and the quadratic map 
x# - - (ad 
--1 # 
-ala,, P 02 -%uI? PQf - ~2%)~ (3.2) 
where #, N, T are the adjoint, norm, and trace maps of A where 
appropriate, define a cubic norm structure .K = (N, #, 1) and thus give 
# = f(A, p) = f(c 1’) a Jordan algebra structure which extends that of 
A+ + A,,. The associated trace form is given by 
T(.x, Y) = T(a,, ho)+ Vu,, h,)+ 7la2, b,). (3.3) 
This is known as the first Tits contruction. 2 is a division algebra if and 
only if A is an associative division algebra and p d N(A). 
Let B be a separable associative algebra of degree 3 over the field r with 
involution * of the second kind such that I-* = I-. Let A = X(B, *), the 
symmetric elements of B, @ = X( r, *). Let (u, p) be an admissible scalar; 
i.e., u is an element of A and p a nonzero scalar of r such that N(u) = pp*. 
The following basepoint 1 = (1, 0), cubic norm form, and adjoint define a 
cubic norm structure _Ir on f = A @ B = f(B, U, p, *) = d(M). For 
x = (a, b), y = (c, d) E # let 
N(x) = N(u) + pN(b) + p*N(b*)- T(ubub*), (3.4) 
x# - (a” -hub*, ,u*h*#u ’ - ab), (3.5) 
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where #, N, Tare those of B where appropriate. The Jordan algebra struc- 
ture of y = y(Jl’) extends that of A. This is the second Tits construction. 
The associated trace form is given by 
T(x, y) = T(a, c) + T(bu, d*) + T(bu, d*)*. (3.6) 
f is a division algebra if and only if B is an associative division algebra 
and p 6 N(B). For future reference we note that Eq. (3.5) linearizes to 
xxy=(axc-bud*-dub*,p*(b*xd*)u ‘-ad-cb). (3.7) 
THEOREM 3.1. [6]. A Jordan algebra f over a field @ (of arbitrary 
characteristic) is a form of the split exceptional Jordan algebra X(4) if and 
only if it is obtained by the first or second Tits construction. 
&LAdmissible Norm Forms 
We now wish to extend the second Tits construction to something we 
call the Tits process. We need 
DEFINITION. If (Q, *) is a ring of scalars, i.e., a unital commutative 
associative ring with involution, a unital *-algebra structure 98 = (B, *, 1) 
over (@, *) consists of a unital (not necessarily associative) algebra B with 
involution * extending that on @. 
In the sequel, when dealing with cubic norm structures, we sometimes 
drom the prefix “cubic” when there is no danger of confusion. 
DEFINITION. A &?-admissible norm structure JI/‘ = (N, # , 1) on 59 is one 
for which 
(1) -M is unital: 1 is the unit for 3. 
(2) X admits &?-composition: 
(a) N admits algebra composition N(xy) = N(x) N(y), 
(a’) N admits involution composition N(x*) = N(x)*, 
(b) # admits algebra composition (xy)” = y#x”, 
(b’) # admits involution composition (x*)” = (x#)*, 
hold strictly for x, y (i.e., hold in all scalar extensions of B, or equivalently 
all linearizations hold in B). 
(3) B+=$(.Af):(xy)x=x(yx)=T(x,y)x-x#xy, so x2,x3 are 
given in B by x2 = xx, x3 =x2x = xx’. 
In the sequel the following three examples play a major role. 
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BASIC EXAMPLES. (1) B = A a unital alternative algebra such that B+ is 
generically algebraic of degree 3 over @, with an involution * which 
restricts to the identity on @ and which satisfies conditions (2). 
(2) B = @,O B’, B’ an alternative algebra with scalar involution 
b’b’ = n(b’) c’ E @c’, c’ the identity of B’. Assume the annihilator of the @- 
module B’ is zero. So we have the norm n’: B’ -+ @ and the trace t’: B’ + @. 
Let B= @@B’ be the algebra direct sum. Define * by (c(, b’)* = (a, 6’). 
Then (B, *) is a unital alternative algebra and by Example 2.2 we have 
B+=$‘(A’) for ,V(N, #, 1) given by l.=(l,c’), N(cr,b’)=an’(b’), 
(a, b’)” =(n’(b’), a@), T((cc,, hi), (c(,, b;))=a,a,+t’(b’,b;) for LX,E@, 
b: E B’, where JV is B-admissible. 
(3) B=A@FI”~, A a unital associative algebra of degree 3 over 
QO, @ = a00 QO, * the exchange involution. B is of degree 3 over @ and 
the natural norm structure ,4’ is (%Y, *)-admissible. 
In these three examples B is alternative of degree 3 and the generic norm 
N is a cubic form. In this case condition (2b’) is redundant: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If W = (B, *, 1) is a unital *-algebra structure and JV 
is a cubic nom structure on B such that Bt =4(X”) and N(x*)= N(x)* 
holds strictly then so does (.Y*)” =(x”)*. 
ProojY Linearizing N(x*) = N(X)*, 
T(x* # , y*) = T(x#, y)*. 
Letting y = 1, we have S(x*) = S(x)* and letting x= 1 yields 
T(y*) = T(y)*. Since * is an algebra involution of B and x2 = xx, we have 
X *2=x2*. So (1.11) shows x*#=x#*. 1 
We need a number of consequences of the composition hypotheses. 
Linearizing 
N-v) = N(x) NY) (3.8) 
we get 
T((v)#, xz) = N-x) W#, z), (3.9) 
T((xY)#, z) + WV XY, xz) = T(x#) T(y#, z), (3.10) 
T(y#, xz) + T(xy xy, z) = T(x) T(y#, z). (3.11) 
Letting y = 1 in (3.9), 
T(x”, xz) = N(x) T(z). (3.12) 
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Using (1.11) (1.9) and x’=xx, x3=x2x, 
Y”.v=Nb) 19 (3.13) 
which linearizes to 
y#x+(xxy)y=T(y”,x) 1. (3.14) 
Letting y = 1 in (3.11) and using the definition of a basepoint, 
T(xz) = T(x, z). (3.15) 
Putting z=x in (3.11) using (1.11) and (1.13) 
T(x x Y, TV) = S(x) S(Y) - T(x#, Y” ). (3.16) 
Finally, letting z = 1 in (3.10), S(xy) = S(x) S(y) - T(xL’xy, x) = 
S(x) S(y)- T(xy, xxy) by (1.13) = T(x#,y#) by (3.16) 
S(xy) = T(x#, y#). (3.17) 
We can now prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If B is alternative, B+ =9(-V), and N(xy) = 
N(x) N(y) then (xy)” =y#x#. 
Proof: By (1.11) 
(xy)” -y#x# = {(xy)‘- T(xy)x.v+S(xy) l}-y#x# 
= {xyx-T(x,y)x}y+S(xy) 1 -yCx#, by alternativity and (3.15); 
=(-x# xy)y-y#x# +S(xy) 1, by B+ = f(LV); 
= - T(y#, x”) 1 + S(xL’) 1, by (3.14); 
= 0, by (3.17). 1 
Remarks. (1) If B is alternative then T is associative. Indeed, from 
(1.11) linearized, (1.13) and (1.12) one computes T(x~y, z)= T(x,yoz); so 
T(xy,z)-T(x,yz)=T((xy)z-x(yz)) (by (3.15)=T(z(.q~-x(yoz)+ 
x(zy)) (by the symmetry of (3.15))= T((x~~z)y-x(yoz)) (by left alter- 
nativity) = T(x 0 z, y)-T(x,zoy) (by (3.15))=0. 
(2) If B is alternative and B+ =f(.N) then, for invertible x 
and y, (xy))’ =y ‘.x-‘. By [S, Theorem 23 N(xy))‘(xy)# = 
N(y)-‘y” N(x)-‘x# and condition (2a) of the definition B-admissibility 
implies (2b). One can then obtain (2b) for arbitrary x, y by considering 
elements 1 @ 1 + x @E in B @ @[&I, 6” = 0 for n 9 0. Similarly (2a’) implies 
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(2b’) for x invertible since (x*)-l =(x -I)*, so N(x*))‘x*” = 
(N(x)‘x#)* and by (2a’) x*# =x # * This extends to all x’s by passing to . 
B@ @[&I. 
DEFINITION. d = (A, Do) is (6?, M)-ample if 
(1) @,, is an ample subring of X’(@, *): 1 E GO, a@,~* G a0 for all 
M E @ (this is equivalent to all era* E QO since a@,cc* = ~a*@, and BO is a 
subring). 
(2) A is an ample a,,-subspace of Z’(B, *): 1 EA, @,A c A, 
hAh* G A for all h E B (this implies that A is a Jordan @,-subalgebra of 
B+ ). 
(3) A is an ,# ‘-algebra: 
(i) NA)c@,, 
(i’) T(A, A) c Go, 
(ii) A # G A (equivalently S(A) G Qo, by (1.11)). 
(4) A is nuclear in B: A G Nucleus (B). 
If f~ @ or 1 = I + jb*, AE @, then the only ample subspace of X(@, *) 
(respectively, Z(B, *)) is X(@, *) (respectively, &?(B, *)). But when f$ @ 
we can have QO$ X(@, *) and A s X(B, *), for example, a Cayley algebra 
B over a field F of characteristic 2, A = Fl nuclear, but X( B, *) is not 
nuclear. Note also that if we can linearize (3i) (e.g., if QO is a field with 
more than three elements) then (3i) implies (3i’). Hypothesis (4) that an 
ample subspace of X(B, *) be nuclear, goes a long way toward forcing B 
to be alternative. In our Basic Examples we have 
(1) For B associative over @, *IO = id, take QO = @ and 
A = X(B, *). 
(2) For B = @ @ B’ as in Example 2, take @,, = @ and A = @ @ @cf. 
(3) For B=A@A”“, A associative, @ = QO @ @“, by a slight abuse of 
notation take A = { ( a, a)ja E A} = X(B, *) and QO = { (c(, LX)/LY E QO} = 
Z(@, *I. 
DEFINITION. An admissible scalar @ = (u, cl) for LZZ consists of u E A and 
an invertible ~1 E @ such that N(u) = pp*. For example, the unit scalar 
(l,, 1,) is always admissible. 
DEFINITION. A Tits structure 9 = (3, ,V, ~2) based on 2 consists of a 
g-admissible norm structure &” and a (a’, M)-ample subspace .E4. We say 
that %! is an admissible scalar for T if it is for .d. 
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THEOREM 3.4. If S=(i?i?,.Af,d) is a Tits structure and @ is an 
admissible scalar then 
i=(i,o), (3.18) 
&u, b) = N(a) + uiV(b) + u*N(b*) - T(a, hub*), (3.19) 
(a,b)B=(a#-bub*,p*b*“upl-ab) (3.20) 
define a norm structure .,?” = (fl, g, ‘i) on 2 = A @ B, whose associated 
trace is given by 
p((a, b), (c, d)) = T(a, c) + T(bu, d*) + T(bu, d*)*. 
We denote the resulting Jordan algebra f(M) by y(F-, %). Jf %! is the unit 
scalar we simply write f(F). 
We call this construction the Tits process. It clearly generalizes the 
second Tits construction and we show that it includes the first Tits con- 
struction and plays a role in Jordan theory analogous to that of the 
Cayley-Dickson process in alternative theory. 
Proof 2 is a @,-module and fl is a cubic form from 2 into GO since 
N(a) E 6, uN(b) + u*N(b*) = t.&(b) + (uN(b))* E QO by ampleness, 
T(a, hub*) E T(A, A) c QO by ampleness, and T(a, a’) = T(a) T(a’) - 
T( a x a’). Also # is a quadratic map of $ into 2 since a# E A and hub* E A 
by ampleness. 
To check that * is an adjoint for # we first compute d<R. Let 
x = (a, b), y = (c, d) E 2. Then 
n(x + Ay) = N(a + AC) + pN(b + Ad) + u*N(b* + Ad*) 
- T(a + AC, (b + Id) u(b* + id*)) 
and the coefticient of 2 is 
A-‘;n= T(a#, c) + uT(b#, d) + p*T(b*#, d*) - T(a, bud* + dub*) 
- T(c, hub*) 
= T(a” -hub*, c) + T(ub# - ub*a, d) + T(u*b#* - abu, d*), 
since b*# = b#* and, by (3.15) and the nuclearity of a, T(a, bud*)= 
T(a[(bu) d*]) = T( [abu] d*) = T(abu, d*) and T(a, dub*) = T( [dub*] a) = 
T(d[ub*a]) = T(ub*a, d). Using (zu-‘) u = u(uP1z) for nuclear u = u* in A, 
and (ab)* = b*a* = b*a for UE A s X(B, *), 
A:fl= T(a# - hub*, c) + T(u(u*b” *u ’ - ab)*, d) 
+ T((u*b#*u’ -ab) u, d*). 
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Thus, T((y) = dJ;m (by definition) = T(c), and 
A;Ayn= T(u x 1, c) - T(ub*, d) - T(hu, d*), so T(x, y) = - A;Ay log fi 
= (A;fi)(Afw)- A-;A”fl 
= T(u) T(c) - T( 1 x a, c) + T(bu, d*) + T(ub*, d) 
= qu, c) + T(bu, d*) + T(ub*, d). 
T(x, y) = T(u, c) + T(bu, d*) + T(ub*, d) for x = (a, 6), y = (c, d) E 2, (3.21) 
yielding the desired formula for the associated trace from as well as 
A”,R= p(x”, y), so condition (ii) of the definition of an adjoint is satisfied. 
For condition (i), 
xaa- -(U” -huh*, p*h*#u ’ -ab)g 
= ((a” - bub*)# - (p*b*#u-’ - ub) u(p- ‘b# - b*u), 
p*(pu- ‘6” - b*u)#u ’ - (a# - bub*)(p*b*#u I - ub)). 
Using N(u) = pp*, the admissibility of # and ampleness (nuclearity of A), 
the A-component 
=a ## --a# x (bub*)+b*#u”b” -p*b*#pu-‘b# +p*b*#(b*a) 
+ (ub) up ‘6” - (ah) u(b*u) 
=N(u)u-u#x(b24b*)+b*~u”b#-N(24)b*#u-’b#+p**N(b*)u 
+/a(b) a - (hub*) u, 
= [N(u) + pN(b) + p*N(b*)] a - a# x (hub*) - (hub*) u, 
(byN(u)u- ‘=u#) 
= R(x) a. 
Again using the admissibility of #, the B-component 
=pL*[p2b##u-‘#u-’ -p((u-‘b#) x (b*u)) 24 -’ +u#b*#u-‘1 
-p*u#b*#u-’ +u#ub+p*(bub*)b*“u-‘-(bub*)ub 
= pLN(h) b - ((K’b”) x (b*u)) u# + N(u) b + p*N(b*) b - (ub*u) u, 
(byN(u)u--‘=u# and nuclearity of a, u) 
= [N(u) + pN(b) + p*N(b*)] b - b# x (ub*u) - (ub*u) u, 
(by the admissibility of # linearized) 
= w(x) b (by (3.15)). 
Therefore, x$ g = n(x) x and 3 is an adjoint for #. 
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The first two conditions for 7 to be a basepoint for (fl’, 8) are 
automatically satisfied and 
T%x=(l,O)a(a,h)=(l xa, -lb)=(T(a) 1 -a, -h) 
= F(X) i -X by (3.21). 
So ‘i is a basepoint for (fi, % ). 
Given an extension r, of QO, let r = @ 0 @“r,, ; * @ id extends * and is 
also denoted by *. Since N extends to a norm structure K, on 
B,= B@ @f which is gr-admissible for the *-algebra structure 
g’r = (B,, *, 1) and since A& = (A TO, ro) = (A 0 ooTo, ro) is (grr yl->)- 
ample, one can verify as above that the formulas for ,r. extended to 
2r0 = A, @ B, yield a cubic norm, adjoint, and basepoint on $,, for any 
scalar extension f, of QO. Hence .p is a cubic norm structure on 2. 1 
This proof corresponds to the direct proof that Tits’ second construction 
yields a Jordan algebra. McCrimmon [5] mentions that this can be proved 
directly but reduces it to the first construction. In a sense we are doing the 
opposite since a generalisation of the first Tits construction is contained in 
the Tits process. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a unital associative algebra over GO such 
that A+ = R(N, #, 1) where N(xy) = N(x) N(y) strictly on A. If2 = 
A,@A,@A, (A,gA) andpeE is invertible, then 
Rae, a,, 4= Na,)+pWa,) +pL’Wa2)- T(Q,Q,~, (3.22) 
(~o,~l,~,)~=(a,#--a,az,~~‘~~--oal,~a,#--a,~o), (3.23) 
‘i-(1,0,0) (3.24) 
de$nes a norm structure ..P on 2. Moreover, f(A, .k‘, ,u) = f(2) is 
obtained by the Tits process: 
y(A, J’, p) = 4(& “k) 
for f the Tits structure F(A, p) = (ti, J?, a) associated with (A, p): 
(a, *I: @ = @oO @cl, (a, m* = (8, a), 
a=(B, *, 1): B=AOA”P,(a,,a,)*=(a,,a,), l,=(t, I), 
JP=(@, +, i):~(a,,a,)=(N(a,),N(a,)),(a,,~~)~=(a~,a~), 
A^=Z(B, *)={(ao,ao)(a,~A} 
c&J= {(a,, ao)laoE @of 
&ti=(l, l),fi=(/L,~?). 
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ProoJ: One can easily checks that Jt^” is a B-admissible norm structure 
by using A + = f(N, #, 1) and N(q) = N(x) N(y) strictly for A. It is also 
easy to see that 2 = (A, @,,) is (L?8, _V)-ample. Note that, for A^ to be 
nuclear in B, A must be associative. So .q is a Tits structure. Since 4 is an 
admissible scalar for F, 4(9”, 9%) is a Jordan algebra. 
We show that 2 = $(A, -V, /A) is a Jordan algebra by constructing an 
isomorphism of 2 over B. with $ = f(F, &) over Qi,. Detine ,fi 2 -+ 2 
by 
.f(~o~~,,~z)=((~,,~,),(~,,a~))~AOB. 
If s= (uo, a,, a?) then, since u = (( 1, 1 ), (0, 0)) (3.20) reduces to 
.f(*x)” = ((Q”, +I)” - (a, 3 a,)(&, a, )3 (P ‘3 Cl)(%, a, )# - (%, %)(a, 2 +)I 
=((uff-u,uz,uff-u,uz),(~ ‘a~-a,,~,,~a,#-u*u,,)) 
=.f(x#) (from (3.23)). 
A(.f(d) = fi(U”, u”)+(P>P ‘mh+7)+(11 ‘d4fihd 
- m,,~ Q”)(Q,, U2)(Q2? a, 1) 
= (NU”) + PNU,) + P ‘M4 - T(w, az), 
‘v4J+PNa,)+P ‘N%-nww*)) 
= (fi(x), R(x)) 
=%&IO. 
Thereforef is a bijective map which sends Jt”’ to JJ‘, hence, makes ,?” into 
a norm structure, and defines an isomorphism from 2 to 8. 1 
The embedding of the second Tits construction in a first Tits construc- 
tion alluded to above ([S] p. 5099510) works also in this context. 
THEOREM 3.6. Jf F is a Tits structure bused on an associative algebra B, 
and % = (u, p), an admissible sculur, then 
f(S, @)zKGX(%(B, c/4‘, p), *) (3.25) 
is isomorphic to an ample subspace K qf the Jordan algebra $(B, N, p) 
obtained by the virst) Tits construction, under the involution on y(B, .M, ,u) 
given by 
x=(b,,b,,ub,) -+x* = (b& b;, ub:). (3.26) 
(Zf A = X(B, *) then y(F) is isomorphic to the ,full symmetric part 
K= WY(B, -4’3 PL), *I). 
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Proof Let f=f(Y,%)=A@B, 6/‘=~(B,J1T,~)==BoOB10Bz. 
Then (a, b) + (a, b, ub*) = (a, 6) is a linear bijection of f onto an ample 
subspace K of X(f’, *) = X(B, *) @ fi (6, ub*)). Denote by N’ the norm 
of 2’. By (3.26) and the definition of d’, 
N’(x*) = N(b$) + pN(b;) + p-‘N(ub:) - T(b,*b;ubT) 
= N(b,)* + pN(b,)* + p*N(b,)* - T((b,ub,b,)*) by N(u) = /+* 
=N(b,)*+p*N(b,)*+p*+‘N(ub,)*- T(b,b,ub,)* 
= N’(x)*, 
and 
(x*)#‘= (b& b:, ub:)#’ 
= (b,*” - b:ub:, p-‘(ub:)# - b,*b:, pb;# - ub:b;) 
=((bff -b,ub,)*, (pu?bl# -b,b,)*, u(p*bFu-‘-bob,)*) 
(since ~#=N(u)u~‘=~~*u~‘) 
=(b,# -b,ub,,~*b2#U~‘-bobl,U(~LU-‘bI# -b,b,))* 
= (bff -b, ub,, p--‘(ub,)# - b,b,, pb: - (ub,) b,)* 
(since pcllu# = p*u-’ and u is nuclear) 
=(x”‘)*. 
(1, 0, o)* = (1, 0,O). 
Since * preserves norms, units, and adjoints, it is an involution on f’, and 
X’($‘, *) is a Jordan subalgebra. One checks that (a, b) + (a, 6) preserves 
units, norms, adjoints, and traces. Thus 2 E K c &‘(f’, *). 1 
The following proposition is an adaptation of [S] Lemma 2 to the 
present setup. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. The admissible scalar can be shifted by any B-norm: tf 
.Y is a Tits structure based on B and % = (u, p) is an admissible scalar, then 
for any w E B x we obtain another admissible scalar -Y = (u, v) for F by tak- 
ing 
v = wuw*, v = PNW), 
and the map (a, b) + (a, bw) defines an isomorphism from $(Y, V) onto 
f(F, et). 
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In the first Tits construction $(A, JV, cl) we took the admissible scalar 
“u(p) = ((1, l), (p, /J -I)). There is no gain in generality by considering 
@ = ((u, ~1, (P,, pd) with N(u) = plp2. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let A be a unital associative algebra with admissible 
norm structure JV. Then any admissible scalar % = ((u, u), (u,, u2)) can be 
replacedby Wl*,)=((l, l), (P~,P;‘)); 
Proof: Apply Proposition 3.7 with w = (1, p ‘) and u = (u, u). 1 
As one would expect there is a close relationship between A-isotopes of 
$J(Y, 4V) and involutions of B. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let &I = (B, *, 1) be a *-algebra structure, 
,6^ = (N, #, 1) a 4Y-admissible norm structure, d = (A, QO) a (g, .,V)-ample 
subspace and y E A x. Then g(-“’ = (B, *‘!‘, l), where b*(“’ = yb*y ’ ,for 
b E B, is a *-algebra structure ,for which -,I/“ is an admissible norm structure. 
s!(.~’ = (A”“, @“), where A’-“’ = Ay ‘, is a (S?(?,, .V)-ample subspace. Hence 
<y-‘ld = (@“‘, ~/1’, &LV)) ts a Tits structure. If S? = (u, u) is an admissible 
scalar for T then 4!(r) = (u”“, I’-l“), where u( ” = uyj#, u’?’ = N(y) u, is an 
admissible scalar for 9-‘-“’ Denoting (y, 0) E f(Y, %) = A 0 B by y, we may 
form the y-isotope ‘$(S, a)‘?’ qf f(Y, 32) and the map 
4: f(F”‘, 4?(“‘) -+ y(F, %Yo(1.), given by #(a, 6) = (y-la, b), (a, b) E 
A’ ” @ B, is an isomorphism. 
Proof Since y E A G Z( B, * ), and A is nuclear, *( y) is an involution of 
B whose restriction to @l is * and B”’ is a *-algebra structure. To check 
that ,V’ is a 9#?‘J’-admissible norm structure it suffices to verify axioms (2a’) 
and (2b’) since the other axioms do not involve the involution. Now 
N(b*‘-“‘) = N(yb*y- ‘) = N(y) N(b*) N(y) ’ (by (2a)) = N(b)* (by (2a’) 
for *) and (2a’) holds for *‘Y’. Also (b*‘-“‘)# = (yb*y -I)# =y# ‘b*#yJ# 
(by (2b)) =N(y))‘yb*#y” =yb#*y-’ (by (2b’) for *) =b#*(“‘. So 2(b’) 
is satisfied and ,I/^ is @“‘-admissible. 
Since A is nuclear in B and y ’ E A, A(-“’ = Ay ’ is also nuclear in B. 
For aEA, (ay~')*'-"'=y(ay~')*~~'=yy~'ay~~'=ay~' so Ay-'= 
A”‘r#‘(B, *(‘I). Also 1 =J,~-'EA"'; ~,A’“)=~i,Ay~‘~Ay~‘=A’-“’ 
and for btzB, b(ay~‘)b*““=b(ay~‘)(yb*y~‘)=bab*y- ‘EAy-’ since A 
is ample in X(B, *). Thus A “’ is ample in %‘(B, *(y)). Since A is an 
DC’-algebra, N(ay-‘)= N(a) N(~))‘E@,; for a, CGA, T(ay ‘, cy-‘)= 
T(ay-Icy-‘) (by (3.15)) = T(a, y ‘cy -‘)E T(A, A)E@~ by ampleness of 
A. Finally, (ay ‘)# = y #-‘a”EN(y))‘yA (A is an X-algebra)= 
yAyy ’ G Ay ’ (by ampleness). Since axiom (1) involves only GO and @, it 
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remains valid and JZJ’(-“‘= (A(“‘, Do) is (g(r), X)-ample. Thus F--(.“‘= 
(99’.“‘, JV, &(-“‘) is a Tits structure. 
If % = (u, ,u) is an admissible scalar for F then 4!(-“‘= (z&y’, P(.~‘) = 
(uy “, N(y) p) is an admissible scalar for FtV’: u”“ = UY# = 
N(y) uy- E Ay-’ = A’“‘); p’-“’ = N(y) p E @; N(&‘) = N(u)?“) = 
N(u) WY#) = N(uMY)2 (by (3.8) (3.13) and yEA”)= 
w*NY) N(Y)* = (NY) PL)bvY) PI* = P’P*. 
We may therefore form f =f(F, %), f’ =JJ(.F-“‘, %(“‘). Write N, # 
for the norm and adjoint of f, N’, #’ for those of $‘, and 2”” for the 
isotope of 2 relative to y=(y,O). Since ~~‘,4’-~‘=y ‘Ay-‘CA (by 
ampleness), $(a, h) = (y ‘4 h) for (a, h) E 4’ = Acy’@ B defines a map 
from ‘9’ to y’li’ = A @ B. Since 4 preserves the basepoint, to prove C#I is an 
isomorphism it is sufficient to show that q5 also preserves norms and 
adjoints. Now 
N”“($(u, b))= N(y) N((y-‘a, h)) 
=N(y)[N(y)-‘N(a)+pN(h)+p*N(h)*-T(y ’ ahub*)] 
and N(y) T(yP1ubub*) = T(y#uahuh*) = T(uhub*y”) (by (3.15)) 
= q&py# - ‘b* y”) = T(ubu”“yh*y~‘) (since y# = N(y)y-‘) = 
T(~bu”“b*‘-~‘). Hence N”‘(&u, h)) = N(u) + p’?‘N(h) + p’I”*N(h)* - 
T(u, bu(-“%*(-“‘) = N’(u, b) and q5 preserves norms. Also 
[~(~6)]~‘-“‘=(y~‘u,h)~‘-“=N(y)(y~’u,h)”(l~,.~,,,,,(by (1.15)) 
= N(y)(u#y# ’ -huh*, p*b*#u--’ -y ‘uh) U(,.-,,,j) 
=(a”~>-N(y)huh*, N(y)p*h*#u-‘-y’uh) U(,-,,o) 
=(y-‘u#yy’-N(y)y ~‘huh*y-‘,p*yh*#u ‘-ah) 
(since (a, 0) U’,,-~I,~,= (p lay-‘, 0) 
and (0,h) U’,,-I.~‘= -(y” ‘,O)x(O,h) 
= (0, 1’ # ‘/I), by (1.8) and (3.20)) 
=(y ‘[a# -,&‘.‘h*“‘], p*h*ll’ #u(l,l~~ I -&) 
(since hu”‘h*“‘=hu~#yh*~~ ’ 
=N(y)f,u/,*y- ’ and pbk/,*(‘)#u(~l ’ 
= N(y)p*(yh*y- ‘)“(uy”)-’ 
=N(y)~*I?#~‘h*#I’#~#~‘cr~~’ 
=~*yh*#u~’ usingy+‘=N(jl))‘4’) 
= 9((G h)#‘), 
and C$ preserves adjoints. 1 
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It is possible to give a slightly more general version of the Tits process 
using a not necessarily invertible U, but this would carry us too far afield. 
4. EXAMPLES OF THE TITS PROCESS 
In this section, building upon the examples of the previous sections, we 
show how certain of the basic cubic norm structures can be obtained via 
the Tits process. These examples, as will be seen in a subsequent paper 
[ 111, are rather typical. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. In Example 2.3 we constructed algebras X($, J7) 
for % a unital alternative @-algebra with scalar involution and 
y =diag(y,, y2, Y~)E CL,(@). Examples of suitable g’s over an arbitrary CD 
are provided by (i) %“, a commutative associative ring containing @ as an 
ample subring when is taken as the identity; (ii) V = @@CD, the 
exchange involution; (iii) V = G2, the two by two matrices with entries in 
@, the symplectic involution; and for (iv) for M, a free module of rank 3 
over CD, define an algebra structure on % = @ @ @ @ MOM which is the 
analogue over @ of “Zorn vector matrices” over a field [ 151; for 
d= (c(, , rz, L:, , 02) E% let a= (cx,, CC,, -v,, -v~). We refer to % as the split 
octonions over @. 
rf‘% is us in (i), (ii), or (iv) ouer an arhitrar?! @ or if % is as in (iii) and 
4 E @, then X(%?,, J7) is obtainable .fiorn the Tits process. In each case we 
give the appropriate Tits structure Y, admissible scalar Jti, and bijection d 
from f = y(F-, +V) to 2’ = s+?‘(%~, J7) and leave it to the reader to check 
using (2.2), (2.3) (3.19), and (3.20) that d preserves norms, adjoints, and 
basepoints, and is thus an isomorphism. We treat the first two cases 
together. 
(i) % a commutative associative ring containing @ as an ample sub- 
ring when ~ is taken as the identity and (ii) V = @ @ @, (a, fi) = (/I, c(): Let 
B = %@ %‘@ %, * the involution of B induced by the action of on each 
summand, ,V = (A’, #, 1 ), the norm structure on B given in Example 2.1 
(here % plays the role of @), il=X(B, *)z@+@@+@@+, &=(u,p) 
with u=(y,~‘y,,1’1’~~,jl2’j,,)~A, p=l,. Then (u,h)~~=~(F,%)= 
A @ B has the form a=(~,,cc,,a,)E@O@O@, h=(u,,u2,u3)E 
V@O@O, and we define 4: # +d’ by 
3 
d(u, h) = C z,ei+ 1 u,[,kl. 
i= I (Ilk) 
(iii) %?=Qz,i~@, the symplectic involution: Since $E @, % = 
@10@S~O@.~20@s,, for S,=e,,-e”zr, sz=e,,+e,,, s,=e,,-e,,ED2, 
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and Si= -s,. Let B= Q3, * = J, (i.e., b* = yplb’y), N the determinant, # 
the classical adjoint, 1 the identity matrix, A = X(B, *), @ = (u, p) with 
U=diag(-yc’y,, y;*yX, Y~‘Y~)EA, p= -1,. 
An arbitrary element of $ has the form (a, b) E A @B, 
a = i criei+ 1 aiClkl, b = [b,], cx;, ai, b,, E @. 
i=l (&I 
Define 4: 2 -+ $’ = X(9$, J,) by 
3 
d(% b) = 1 @,e, + c cr[,k] > where c, = ai 1 + i b,s, E $9. 
r=l ($1 i= 1 
(iv) V=@@O@M@M, the split octonions over @, 
(El, a29 01, 02)=(~2,~1, -01, -21~): Let W’=@@@, the exchange 
involution, B = %?i, * = J,, N the determinant, # the classical adjoint, 
1 the identity matrix, A=X(B, *)=X(V;,J,), ‘%=(u,p), u= 
diag(y;‘y,, y~‘y~, y;‘y,) E A, P = 1,. An arbitrary element of f = 
/(s, %) has the form (a, b) E A 0 B, a = cf=, cc,e,+ &,, a,[,,kl, (Y~E @, 
ai=(ail, u,)E~‘=@@@, b= [b,], b,j= (b;,,, b;p)EW’. Define 
4: 3 -+ 2’ = Jf’W3, Jj.) by &a, b) = C u;e, + 1 cicik,, where 
,=I (vk) 
c,= (a,,, ai29 (b,ll> b,z,, b;x), (bm, ha, bru))EV. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. In Example 2.1 we saw that @+ @ @+ @ @+ is a 
generically algebraic Jordan algebra of degree 3. Z’ l/3 E @ then 
@+@@+@cP+ is a Tits process algebra: If @ contains a root 8 of 
x2+x+ 1, let B=@@@ with * the exchange involution, 
b = (0, - 1 - 0) E B. If not, let B= @[Q] with * the canonical involution of 
B as a quadratic extension of @, b = 0. In both cases A = &‘(B, *) = @l B 
and N(x) = x3, X# = x2 for XE B define a B-admissible norm structure. Let 
% = (l,, 1,). It is then easy to check that e, = (l/3, l/3), e, = (l/3, 1/3b), 
e3 = (l/3, l/36*) E 2 = #(Y, “u) form a complete system of primitive 
orthogonal idempotents in 4 and f z @ + 0 @ + 0 @ +. 
The Case of a Commutative B 
Fix a unital commutative associative ring QO of scalars. In many instan- 
ces, the algebra B required for the Tits process is, in fact, commutative 
associative. Conversely, given any commutative associative @,-algebra B, 
such that B,+ = #(NO) for some norm structure %/VO = (N,, # O, lo), there is 
a standard procedure for introducing an involution and obtaining a Tits 
structure. 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Let B, be a unital commutative @,-algebra and 
JO= (N,, #0, 1,) a norm structure on B, such that B,+ =f(NO) and 
N(b,bb) = N(b,) N(bb) strictly. For any scalar extension (@, *) of QO such 
that QO is ample in X(@, *), the scalar extension B, @ @“CD is the base for a 
Tits structure Y(B,, @) = (5?, JV, XI): 
S?=(B,*,l):B=B,,~~O@,*=id~*,l=l~l; 
Jlr=(N, #, l):N=(N,),, # =(#&, l=(l)@=lol; 
d=(A,~,):A=B,Ol,~,=~,Ol. 
ForanyadmissiblescalarJ&=(u,u), UEA~,~E@~, N,(u)=uu* weobtain 
a Tits process algebra 
cP’(~(B,, @I, “2) = cf(B,, @, J&l (or =y(B,, @)if%=(l, 1) 
is the unit scalar). 
This fl(B,, @) is a sort of twisted version of B,@ Sz for Sz = djO@ @. The 
most interesting examples arise when @ is a commutative composition 
algebra with canonical involution over a field QO, and B, is a separable 
cubic field extension of QO. 
The particular case B, = @, is easy to describe, at least when l/3 E GO. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If (@, *) is a scalar extension of GO such that DO is 
ample in X(@‘, *), then the Tits process algebra f(ao, @) is isomorphic to 
%Of(Q,, e,) under 
(a, b) + (IX + T, (b), MeI -b) for Q, (b) = t(b)2 - 3n(b), e, = e 
(alsoto~,O~(Q,,e2)under(a,b)~(a-1/3T2(b),(~-1/3T2(b))e2+b), 
for Q*(b) = 3(t(b)2 -n(b)), e, = - 1/3e), where t(b) = b + b*, n(b) = bb*). 
Proof: To show f=f(QO, @) is isomorphic to $,=@,@y(Q,, e,) it 
suffices to construct a @,-linear bijection 4: 9 + A. preserving units, 
norms, and adjoints (see Example 2.2). In general when l/3 E @ this will 
happen if and only if C$ preserves norms and adjoints of trace zero elements 
x0 (assuming it preserves units): 
$(l,O)=(l, l), (4.1) 
T,(d(xd) = 0, (4.2) 
N,(~(x,)) = Nx,)> (4.3) 
KG)#’ = d(4 ). (4.4) 
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In $ the trace zero element are those in B = @, and 
N(0, b) = t(b)(t(b)2- 3n(b)), (4.3’) 
(0, b)# = (-n(b), t(b) !I* -n(b) e), (4.4’) 
since N(0, b) = b3 + b*’ = (b + b*)((b + b*)z - 3/?/J*) and (0, h)” = 
(-bb*, b*2) = (-hb*, (h + h*) h* - hh*). In &, = @@ d(Qi, e,) the proper 
COPY of Q0 is Q0 1 = { (a, aei)lcr E Qo}, and we have a decomposition 
& = Q0 10 B where the trace zero elements are B = { 6= 
(-Ti(b),b)lb~B=/(Q,,e,)}.Inbothcasesi=l (whered,(cr,h)=ctl-&) 
and i = 2 (where d2(c(, h) = crl +,fF), ,f(h) = h - 1/3T2 (h) e2 a bijection on 
B, T,(f(b))= 1/3T,(b)); conditions (4.1) and (4.2) are met. It remains to 
check that norms and adjoints are preserved. 
First, the case i = 1. Here T, (b) = Q, (6, e) = 2t(b) t(e) - 3n(b, e) = t(b). 
Denoting by *, the canonical involution of JJ(Q,, e,), T, (b) = t(b), 
b*‘=b*, q31(a,b)=(x+t(b), Me-b). So, for (4.3), N,(q5,(O,h))= 
N, (t(b), -b) = t(b) Q, (-h) = t(b) Q, (6) = N(O,6) by (4.3’) and the 
definition of Q, While for (4.4), (qs, (0, b))#’ = (t(b), -b)#’ = 
(QI(-~), t(b)(-b)*‘)=(Q,(bh -t(b)b*‘) and d,((O,b)#)=d,(-n(b), 
t(b) b* -n(b) e) (by (4.4’)) = (-n(b) + t(b) t(b*) - 2n(h), -n(b) e - 
(t(b)b* -n(b) e))= (t(b)‘- 3n(b), -t(b) b*)= (Q,(b), -t(b) b*l). 
For the case i=2 we have T,(b)=Q,(b,e,)= -1/3Q,(h,e)= 
-(2t(b)t(e)-n(b,e))= -32(b), T,(b)= -3t(b), h*:=h*, d2(a,b)= 
(c( + t(b), (a + t(b)) e2 + b). For (4.3) N,(d,(O, h)) = N,(t(h), t(h) e, + h) = 
t(b) Q2(t(b) e2 + b) = t(b)Ct(b)2 + t(b) Q2(e2, b) + Q,(h)1 = t(h)Ct(h12 - 
3t(h)’ + 3(t(h)2 - n(h))] = t(b)(~(b)~ - 3n(h)) = t(b) Q, (b) = N(0, b), while 
for (4.4), 42(0, h)#‘= (t(b), t(b) e, + ,)#: = (Qz(t(b) e, + h), r(h)(t(h) ez + 
b*‘)) = (Q, (b), t(h)(-1/3r(h)e+h*)) and &((O, h)#)=qL-n(h), 
t(b)b*-n(b)e) = (-n(b)+t(b)‘-2n(b), (-n(b)+t(b)‘-2n(b))e,+ 
t(b)b*-n(b)e) = (Q,(b), (am-33n(h))(-1/3e)+t(h)h*-n(h)e) = 
(Q,(b), t(b)( - 1/3t(h) e+ b*)). I 
We use Proposition 4.4 to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let QO be a,field of characteristic not 3 and V? a com- 
mutative composition algebra over QO. Put 8 = @O@%. Then the Jordan 
algebra 2’ over @(, may be realized by means qf the Tits process, 
9+ = f(@“, @) for (@, *)E (@, 2 ) another composition algebra structure 
on %?. 
Proof: We know W + = @; @ %?+ = @c 0 ,a(~, e), for n the norm, e the 
unit of %?. By Proposition 4.4 (case i= 1) we need to show 
n(b) = ?(b)2 - 3fi(b) = Q, (b) for a norm 6 on a composition algebra struc- 
ture @ on V. If we set E(b) = 1/32(b)‘- 1/3n(b), F = e, then T(b) = E(b, F) = 
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2/3t(b) t(e) - 1/3n(b, e) = t(b), Q, (b) = t(b)* - 3[ 1/3t(b)’ - 1/3n(h)] = n(b). 
To see that 17 is the norm of some c, consider first the case dim $7 > 2. Then 
%? is traceless of characteristic 2, and ii = n, so we may take @ = %?. If 
dim%?=1 then again fi=n, @=%=@,e. If dim%?=2 and char@,#2, 
then %? = Q0 + @z, n(ae+/?z) = a’+fl*q, fi(cte + /?z) = 1/3(2cr)* -
1/3((r2 + fl’v) = z2 + fi’o (ii = - 1/3~) is the norm of @ with z.‘= -qe instead 
of -7e. Finally, if dim (8 = 2 and char @“= 2, then %?= @e@ @w, 
n(ae+/bv) = m2+ji2p, ii(cte+/lu) = 1/3b’-1/3(c(‘+ap+fi’p) = cl’+ 
$’ + fl’i (fi = p + 1) is the norm of W with I.V’ - w = be instead of pe. 1 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let B’ be a unital alternative @-algebra with scalar 
involution ~. If Ann B’ = {0} then one can construct B = @@I B’, 
*((a, b’)*= (CC, 6’)) and a (a, *)- a d missible norm structure / I^ as in the 
Basic Example 3.2. A = @ @ W, c’ the unit element of B’, is an ample sub- 
algebra of X( B, *). Fix 5 E @ x and put 
u= ((-*, i’c’). 
Then u E A and N(u) = i’ P252 = la. So we may form the Tits process 
algebra f=&(Y,&) for%=(u, 1,); f=A@B=(@@@c’)+(@@B’). 
On the other hand, consider the @-module 
and define e E V, Q: V + @ by 
e = (1, 1, O), Q((T /A b’)) = UB - 25n’th’) 
for CC, /I E @, b’ E B’. Then (Q, e) is a quadratic form with base point over @ 
and so gives rise to its associated Jordan algebra X = &(Q, e). Denoting 
by ~ the canonical involution of X, we obtain for u = (a, b, b’) E V, 
C=Q(e,u)e-u=((cc+/i’)e-u, hence 
(a, 8, b’) = (B, u, -b’). (4.5) 
Let 2, = @ + @X; it has the same module structure as 3. For simplicity of 
notation identify $, with @ 0 0 0 @ 0 B’. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If l/2 E @ then the map 4: 2 + yl defined by 
d((a,b))=(a’-5 ‘b,c~~‘+t~‘B,b’) 
for a = (cq cc’c’) E A, b = (fl, b’) E B, ~1, g’, p E @, b’ E B’, is an isomorphism qf 
Jordan algebras. 
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Ptoof: From Example 2.2 we know that 9, =$(iV,, # ,, e,) with 
e,=(l,e), and N:yI+@, #,:~,-+~I defined by 
N, (CM, 0)) = Q(u), (a, ~1” = (Q(o), ~3 forclE@,uEX. (4.6) 
Since l/2 E @, 4 is clearly a linear bijection preserving units, so it remains 
to prove that 4 preserves norms and adjoints. If x= (a, b)~gP with 
a = (a, a’c’) E A, b = (a, b’) E B, a, a’, /? E @, b’ E B. Then 
N, (d(x)) = N, ((a’- t-‘A ~1, a’+ t-‘/h b’)) 
= (c1’- ir-‘j) Q((ct, cc’+ t-‘/L b’)) by (4.6) 
=(a’-~~‘j?)a(a’+~~‘/?-(a’-~~‘~)2~n’(b’) 
= c(g’2 - 5 ~ 2ct/?2 - 2&x’n’( b’) + 2j?n’( 6’) 
= N(a) + 2N(b) - T((cr, ct’c’), (cp2p2, &z’(b’) c’)) 
= N(u) + N(b) + N(b)* - 7’(u, hub*) = N(x). 
Furthermore, 
On the other hand, 
qS(~#)=&(cd-~-~~~, (cm’-&z’(b’))c’), (42n’(b’)-o$, (tp’p-c(‘) b’)) 
by (3.20) 
= (cm’ - @z’(b’) - @t’(b’) + i” - ‘o$, tl” - i” ‘/I’, 
act’ - @z’( b’) + tn’( b’) - 4 ~ ‘c$, (5 ~ ’ fi - LX’) b’). 
Comparing, we have (4x)“’ = 4(x”) and this completes the proof. 1 
5. CRITERION FOR DIVISION ALGEBRAS 
Let Y = (g, .Af, &‘) be a Tits structure over @ and % and admissible 
scalar for 5. We wish to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
Tits process algebra 2 = +P(Y, %) to be a division algebra. As a 
preliminary step we require 
LEMMA 5.1. (a) Ann(B)=Ann,(B)= {a~@(txl =Oj is a nil ideuf in 
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(CD, * ) and @b = QO/(QO n Ann(B)) may canonically be regarded as a unital 
ample subring of X0(@‘, *‘), where (@‘, *‘) = (dj, *)/Ann(B). 
(b) &? = (B, *, 1) is canonically a unital *-algebra structure over 
(@‘, *I), and, zf ‘: @ + @’ denotes the canonical projection, _N’ = (N’, #, 1) 
is a &?-admissible norm structure over (@‘, *‘). Also, Ann,,(B) = (0). 
(c) d= (A, @b) is (G9, M’)- pl am e and F-’ = (9, N’, &) is a Tits 
structure over @’ for which ul%’ = (u, u’) is an admissible scalar. 
(d) The Jordan algebras f = f(F, “2~) and f’ = %(F’, 42’) agree as 
algebras over U. As a @&algebra 4’ is the reduction of f modulo 
Q0 n Ann(B). 
(e) The nil and Jacobson radicals agree, Nil % = Nil $‘, Rad y= 
Rad 4’. 
Proof. The assertions (a))(d) are obvious. For example, the nilness of 
the ideal Ann(B) follows immediately from /?’ = N(b1) = 0 for /I E Ann(B). 
Since the submodules of the @,-module 2 are the same as those of the @b- 
module f’ we have (e). 1 
Because of Lemma 1, in discussing the question of when the Tits process 
leads to division algebras, there is no harm in assuming Ann(B) = 10). 
With this in mind we can now prove the following result. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose Ann(B) =O. Then f = d(F, “2) is a division 
algebra if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled. 
(a) A is a division algebra. 
(b) p is not a norm of B; i.e., p 4 N(B). 
(c) p - p* is invertible in @. 
In this case Q0 is a field and all nonzero skew elements of @ are invertible. 
Proof Suppose first 4 is a division algebra. Then, given a # 0 in A, 
(a, 0) is invertible in f, so N((a, 0)) = N( ) . . a IS invertible in @. Hence a must 
be invertible in A, which yields (a). Assume that, contrary to (b), p = N(b) 
for some be B. Then bE B”, x=(b*u-‘b, bb’)Ef is not zero, and we 
have, by (3.19), 
N(x) = N(b)*N(u))‘N(b) + uN(b) -I + u*N(b)* -~’ 
-T(b*u-‘b, bb’ub-‘*) 
=u”u~luL*-. 1 p+ 1 + 1- T(b*u’b, (b*u’b))‘) 
=l+l+l-3 (by 3.15) 
= 0. 
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a contradiction which yields (b). Since JV is g-admissible, we have 
N(u-‘) = N(u))‘, and the assumption p = p* implies N(puu ‘) = p, which 
is impossible by (b). Hence p - p* is a nonzero *-skew element of @. If B is 
any nonzero skew element of CD, by hypothesis the element y = (0, bl) is 
nonzero and hence invertible in f, so N(y) = @(/?l) +p*N(pl) = 
b’(p - p*) is invertible in @. This gives p E @ x, so all nonzero skew p’s are 
invertible; in particular p = p - vu* is invertible, which establishes (c). 
Let us now assume that, conversely, conditions (a), (b), (c) are fulfilled. 
For cy #O in Do, we have ctl #O since Ann(B) = (O}, hence cl1 EA x 
because of (a), so a3 = N(a1) is invertible in QO, which shows that !Dio is a 
field. Arguing indirectly, we now assume f is not a division algebra. Then 
some nonzero x E f satisfies N(x) = 0, hence x# # = N(x)x = 0. Therefore, 
y=xory=x #givesy#O=y#.Write~=(a,h)witha~A,h~B.Thenby 
(3.20) 
a#=huh*, p*h*#~~‘=ah, (5.1) 
which implies N(a) 1 = aa# = abub* = p*b*#u ‘ub* = p*N(b)*I. Since 
Ann(B)= {0}, this forces N(a)=N(a)* =$V(h). Hence by (b), neither 
N(b) nor N(a) can be units in @. Since A is a division algebra, we conclude 
a = 0, which by (5.1) implies 
huh* = b# =O, N(b) = 0. 
Fixing de B, by admissibility of Jt” we now obtain (bd)# = d#b# =O, 
N(M) = N(b) N(d) =O, so h’= bd satisfies b’+ b’* EA as well as 
N(b’+b’*)=N(b’)+ T(b’#, b’*) + T(b’, b’#*) + N(b’)* = 0. Again making 
use of (a), we conclude b’* = -b’. In particular, the special case d= 1 
yields b* = - 6, so in general we have 
bd= -(bd)* = -d*b* =d*b. (5.2) 
Now (5.2) with d= ,~l yields pb = p*b. Hence (p - ,u*) b = 0, which forces 
b =0 by (c). Summing up, we always have a = b =O, contradicting 
YZO. I 
Remark 5.3. (a) Suppose conditions (a), (b) of Theorem 5.2 are 
fulfilled. Then (Do is a field (by the same proof as in Theorem 5.2), and con- 
dition (c) holds automatically ifeither (i) char Q0 = 2 or (ii) char Do # 2 and 
there exists a u E B such that T(u, v) = 1. Indeed, in case (i) if 
p - p* = ,U + CL* E Do were not invertible, it would be zero, forcing p = p*. 
Hence /* = N(,uu-i) contradicting (b). In case (ii), write p =p+ +P , 
p+ = l/2@ +p*), pL = 1/2(~--*), ,M(: = fp. The assumption that 
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,L-,u*==p- is not invertible implies ~2 E Q0 is zero and we conclude 
N(u) = pp* = $+ . Hence 
which again contradicts our assumptions. 
(b) On the other hand, there do exist examples showing that con- 
dition (c) of Theorem 5.2 is not entirely superfluous: Let a0 be a held of 
characteristic 3, @ = Q0 [cl, E* = 0, the algebra of dual numbers over Q0 
equipped with the @,-involution * determined by E* = -E, and B,,/Go a 
purely inseparable field extension of exponent one. Then 
B,t = $(N,, # 0, 1) where the generic norm N,, raises every element to the 
third and the adjoint # 0 raises every element to the second power. Proceed 
to B= B, [E] as in Example 3.3 and put, using the same notation, 
u = 10 1, p = 1 + E. Then Ann(B) = 0 and, since we are in characteristic 3, 
,U is not a norm of B. Also A 2 B$ is a division algebra. On the other hand, 
the *-skew elements of @ all have the form CXE, 2 E Do, and, obviously, none 
of these are invertible. 
(c) Because of (a), the classical criteria [S, Theorems 6, 71, which we 
quoted in Section 2, for the two Tits constructions of exceptional simple 
Jordan algebras to lead to division algebras are easily seen to be special 
cases of Theorem 2. In fact the proof given here is a refinement of the one 
for the second part of [S, Theorem 71. 1 
6. RADICALS 
We wish to describe the Jacobson radical Rad 2 of a Tits process 
algebra f = $(Y-, %). Radicals of generically algebraic Jordan algebras of 
degree 3 over @ were studied in [lo]. Following [ 10, Sect. 31 an ideal I in 
$ = $(N, # , 1) is called a # -ideal in case I# + f x I belongs to I. The nil 
(resp., Jacobson) radical Nil f (resp., Rad f) of f is closely related to the 
nil (resp., Jacobson) radical Nil @ (resp., Rad @) of the base ring @. The 
precise nature of this relationship, which has been established in 
[lo, Sect. 31, may be expressed as follows. 
THEOREM 6.1. (a) Nily= {x~flN(x), T(x,y), T(x#,y)cNil@forall 
y~y} is a #-ideal, 
Rad$= {xeflN(x), T(x,y), T(x#,y)ERad~forallyE%}. 
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(b) Nil 9 = {XC $I T(x, 3) + T(x#, 2) E Nil @} provided l/3 E @, 
Nil $ = (x E YIN(x) + T(x, f) CC Nil CD} provided l/2 E @. 
(c) Zf @ is a field, then 
(i) Nil~=Rad~={x~~(N(x)=T(x,y)=T(x”,y)=O for all 
Ye>. 
(ii) Either Nil$= {xE~IT(x, y)= T(x”, y)=Ofor all ye$) or 
T vanishes identically, in which case @J has characteristic 3 and Nil 4 = 
(xE,yqN(x)=O}. 
(iii) Zf char CD # 2 and T# 0, then 
Nil~={xE$IT(x,~)=(O}} 
Let S? = (B, *, 1) be a unital *-algebra structure over (@, *), JV a W- 
admissible norm structure, G! = (A, QO) be (g, Jlr)-ample, and % = (u, p) 
an admissible scalar for Y = (&?, JV, XI). We need the following elementary 
reduction lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. Put 6 = @/Nil @, $,-, = @,,/Nil QO, B = B/Nil(B), A = 
A/(A n Nil(B)) and denote by * the involution canonically induced by * on 6, 
B, respectively. Also, let ~ stand for the natural projections CD -+ 6, B + B. -- - 
Letting g = (B, *, I), the rules 
- 
v + N(v), ii-+V# 
- - 
define a cubic norm structure J?” = (N, #, 1) over 8 which is g-admissible, - - 
d = (A, QO) is (a, 2)-ample, and 4 = (U, ji) is an admissible scalar for 
F = (23, s-,2). 
Proof: We need only show that the above rules are well defined. For 
v E B, w E Nil(B) = Nil( B+ ), 
N(v + w) = N(v) + T(v#, w) + T(v, w”) + N(w) 
= N(v) mod Nil @, 
by Theorem 6.1. Again by Theorem 6.1., since Nil(B+ ) is a #-ideal 
(v+w)#=v#+vxw+w~=v# modNil( 1 
Our next result already presents a canonical candidate for the nil radical 
of d( r, %Y), namely, Nil A 0 Nil( B + ). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Nil A@Nil(B+) and (AnNil(B+))@Nil(B+) are 
#-ideals in f = $(F-, 4?) satisfying 
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Also, in the terminology of Lemma 2, the Jordan algebras 
f/[(AnNil(B+))@Nil(B+)] and 4(2,@) 
over Q0 are (essentially) the same. 
Proof. The first of the above inclusions is obvious. Let I be one of the 
QO-modules (AnNil(B+))@Nil(B+), Nil A@Nil(B+). Nil(B+) is a 
#-ideal of B+. By Theorem 6.1 (a), the admissibility of N and # and 
(3.15), Nil(B+) is an ideal of B. Then (3.19) (3.20), and (3.21) show that 
I’ c I and that Nil a0 contains N(x), T(x, y), T(,u#, y) for all x E Z, y E 2. 
Hence ZC Nil 2 by Theorem 6.1 (a). Similarly, x x y E I, so pU, = 
T(x, v) x - .Y# x y E I. Moreover, 
xU,.= T(x,y)y-y’ xxE(Nil@,)y+Z 
E [(Nil Gio) A + (Nil QO) B] + Z 
c [((Nil @) Bn A) + (Nil ~0’) B] + Z 
5 [(AnNil(B+))+Nil(B+)] +I. 
Thus Z is a #-ideal in &. The rest is now clear. 1 
Our main result concerning radicals essentially amounts to saying that, 
generically speaking, Nil A @ Nil(B+ ) is the Jacobson ( = nil) radical of 2 
provided we are working over a field. 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose Go is a field. Then Nil 2’ = Rad f’ ,for each one 
of the algebras 3’ = A, B’, f, and one of the following holds: 
(a) Nilf=Nil A@Nil(B+). 
(b) We have char Go = 3, T vanishes identically on f and some w E B 
satisfies p = N(w) mod Nil @, in which case 
Nil 2 = {(a - dwj- w*d*, b + d)la E Nil A, b E Nil(B+), dE Bj. 
(c) We have char Q0 = 2, and * is the identity on @, in which case 
Nily=((a,b)EfIT(a,A)=T(a#--bub*,A)={O}}. 
Proof: As A and 9 both have the form $(N, #, 1) over the field QO, 
Theorem 6.1 (c)(i) gives the first assertion for 2’ = A, f. Since @ is 
generically algebraic (of degree at most 2) over Do, [2, Sect. III, 
Theorem 3, p. 3.61 gives Nil @ = Rad CD, so from Theorem 6.1 (a) we con- 
clude Nil B+ = Rad B+. It remains to show that one of the statements (a), 
(b), (c) holds. This is done in several steps. 
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(1) Write X(@, *) for the set of *-skew elements in @. Since Q0 is a 
field, every CI E X(@, *) is either invertible or squares to zero. For, if CI is 
not invertible neither is CZ* = --CLCL* E @,,, which forces a2 = 0. 
(2) We first treat the case where T vanishes identically on f. Then 
char Go = 3, and T vanishes identically on A. Hence Theorem 6.1 (c)(ii) 
yields 
Nil$= {xE,#IN(x)=O}, 
Nil A = {aEAIN(a)=O}. 
Fixing h, de B, and setting x= (0, h), y = (0, d), we also obtain, using 
(3.21), 0 = T(x, y) = T(bu, d*) + T(bu, d*)*. After an appropriate change of 
vari’ables, this amounts to 
T(b, d)* = - T(b, d) (6.1) 
for all 6, dE B. For a~Xx(@, *), we therefore have ctT(b, d) = T(ab, d) = 
- T(orb, d)* (by (6.1)) = -cc*T(b, d)* = -ctT(b, d) (by (6.1)). In particular, 
setting c( = T(b, d) we conclude T(b, d)2 = 0 and T(B, B) E Nil @. Hence 
Theorem 6.1 (a) reduces to 
Nil(B+)= {beBJN(b)ENil@}, 
Nil A = {aEAIN(a)ENil@}, 
from which one immediately derives Nil A = A n Nil(B+ ). Now it follows 
from Proposition 6.3 that, in order to establish (a) or (b), there is no harm 
in assuming Nil CD = Nil( B + ) = {O}. By Lemma 5.1 (a), this implies 
Ann(B) = (0). Also Nil A = {0}, and A is a division algebra. Now, if JJ is a 
division algebra as well, we have Nil f = (0) = Nil A @ Nil( B+ ), so (a) 
holds. But if d is not a division algebra, let us assume for a minute that ,U 
is not a norm in B. Then, by Theorem 5.2, p-p* is not invertible in @. 
Suppose some fi E Xx(@, *) is invertible. Then since /3(~ - p*) E Q0 cannot 
be invertible, we conclude /Q-p*) = 0, hence, p = p* = N(~u ~’ ), a con- 
tradiction. Hence no /I E X(@, *) can be invertible, which, because of (1) 
forces /I’ = 0 for all b E X(@, *). As @ is reduced, this cannot be unless * is 
the identity on @. On the other hand, some nonzero x = (a, b) E #, a E A, 
b E B, is non-invertible and hence satisfies 
0 = N(x) = N(u) + pyb) + p*N(b)*, since T= 0 
=N(u)+2pLN(b) 
= N(u) -PIN(b) char Djo = 3. 
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Since p is not a norm of B, we deduce first a=O, then N(b) =O. Hence 
bENil( (0). Th’ IS contradiction shows that ,U must be a norm of 
B: p = N(w) for some w E B x. Now let y = (c, d) E 4 and put d’ = du>. Recall 
that y belongs to Nil $ if and only if 
0 = N(y) = N(c) + pN(d) + p*N(d)* 
= N(c) + N(d) + N(d’*). 
On the other hand, we may set a = c + d’ + d’* E A and expand as 
N(a)=N(c)+ T(c#, d’+d’*)+ T(c, (d’+d’*)#) 
+ N(d) + T(d’#, d’*) + T(d’, d*#) +lv(d’*). 
Here the second and third summand vanish since T is identically zero on 
A. Moreover, 
T(d’#, d’*) + T(d’, d’*#) = T(d’#, d’*) + T(d’+, d’*)*, 
which is zero by (6.1). Therefore y E Nil 2 if and only if y = ( - d’ - d’*, d), 
and this is (b). 
(3) For the rest of the proof we may assume that T is not identically 
zero on 2. Given x = (a, h), y = (c, d) in f, 
T(x, y) = T(a, c) + T(hud* + dub*) 
follows from (3.21) and (3.15) and shows that T is not identically zero on 
A, either. Now suppose x&Nil 8. Then T(x, y) = 0 for all J. For d = 0, this 
amounts to 
T(a, A) = {O}. (6.2) 
For c = 0, we obtain T(h, ud*) + T(h, ud*)* = 0, hence 
T(h, B) E X(@, *). (6.3) 
This implies, for a E @, ctT(h, d) = T(b, ctd) = - T(h, crd)* = -cr*T(h, d)* = 
r*T(b, d), so 
clT(h, d) = a*T(h, d) foraE@,dEB. (6.4) 
We also have T(x#, y) = 0 for all y. For d = 0, this amounts to 
T(a”, c) = T(huh*, c) forcEA. (6.5) 
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For c=O, we obtain 
o= T(u[p*b*#u-‘-ub]*, d)+ T(u[p*b*#u-‘-ab]*, d)* 
=pT(b#, d) - T(ub*u, d) + p”*T(b”, A)* - T(ub*a, d)*, 
hence 
pT(b#, d) + [pT(b#, d)]* = T(b, ud*u) + T(b, ud*u)* 
and the right-hand side is zero by (6.3). Therefore 
T(b#, B) z X(@, *). (6.6) 
(4) We first assume char Cp, # 2 and keep x = (a, h) in Nil $. Since, 
by (3), T does not vanish identically on A, Theorem 6.1 (6.3)(iii) and 
Eq. (6.2) yield a E Nil A. If .X(@, *) contains invertible elements (6.4) 
implies that b belongs to the radical of T, which is a #-ideal in B+ by 
[ 10, Proposition 3.51. Hence, as T does not vanish identically on B, b can- 
not be invertible. On the other hand, x E Nil 9 satisfies, since a E Nil A and 
T(b, 8 = {O}, 
0 = N(x) = piV(b) + ,u*N(b)*. 
Hence ,&V(b) E X(@, *) is not invertible, which by (1 ), forces N(b) E Nil @. 
Now Theorem 6.1 (b) shows b E Nil(B+), and we have established (a). We 
are thus left with the case that X(@, *) contains no invertible elements and 
hence, by (1) squares to zero. Then (6.3) yields T(b, B) c Nil @ and, in 
conjunction with 
0 = N(x) = pN(b) + p*N(b)*, 
pN(b) E X(@, *), hence N(b) E Nil @. As before Theorem 6.1 (b) implies 
b E Nil(B+ ), and we have (a) again. 
(5) Finally, let us assume char Go = 2. Then we still have T # 0 on f 
and on A. If * is not the identity on @, some c1 E @ satisfies CI + CI* # 0, i.e., 
c( + c(* E CD: From this, (6.4) and (CI + cc*) T(b, d) = 2crT(b, d) = 0 for dg B, 
we deduce T(b, B) = (0). Similarly, (6.6) implies T(b#, B) =O. Hence 
b E Nil B by Theorem 6.1 (b). Moreover, using (6.5) and (3.15) we obtain 
T(u”, c) = T(bub*, c) = T((bub*) c) = T(b((ub*) c)) = T(b, ub*c) =O, 
which, together with (6.2) shows a E Nil A, again by Theorem 6.1 (b). This 
establishes (a). If, on the other hand, * is the identity on @, (c) follows by 
observing 
T(x, y) = T(u, c) + 2T(bu, d*) = T(u, c) 
for x = (a, b), y = (c, d) E 9 and combining this with Theorem 6.1 (b). 1 
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The following provides a good example for the exceptional case (b) in 
Theorem 6.4. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. Let QO be a field of characteristic 3 and @ a two-dimen- 
sional (separable) composition algebra over QO with canonical involution 
*. Let B,/@, be purely inseparable field extension of exponent one, so that 
B,+ = $(N,, #0, l), NO being the generic norm and #O being the adjoint 
of B, over @,. Now define g’, d, and JV as in Example 6.3, U = (1 A, la). 
Then, by Theorem 6.4, 9 = f(F, %) has nil radical 
Nil$J={(-d-n*,d)JdEB} 
and y/Nil 61 z B,+ over QO. 
In the situation of Theorem 6.4 (c) it would be desirable to have a more 
precise description of the nil radical. It turns out, however, that such a 
description, which indeed can be given fairly easily, quite drastically 
depends on almost all parameters entering the Tits process. We omit the 
details and only mention in passing that the cases where the equation 
Nil f = Nil A @ Nil(B+ ) does not hold and those where it does not are 
equally distributed. 
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